Run your
software suite in
the axilaris collaboration hub
NEW

based on virtual desktop infrastructure

!

How the axilaris collaboration hub works
Collaboration Hub

» the collaboration hub is hosted in the axilaris data centers
» for each ema software license, the collaboration hub provides the
corresponding virtual workstation
» all the resources required for the high-performance operation of
your ema software instance are allocated directly in the
collaboration hub
» access options (if required also by 2-factor
authentification) to your virtual ema
software account:

Your ema Software Suite

x web browser
x windows 10 application
x native iOS or android app

virtual workstations of your ema Software Suite

» according to the computing intensity of your ema projects the
performance levels Base and Plus are available in the
collaboration hub:
Base

4 CPU, 8 GB RAM, 2GB GPU

Your end devices with internet connection

Plus

ema Work Designer Professional
ema Plant Designer Professional
ema Software Suite
(emaWD PRO und emaPD PRO)

Privacy & Security
As part of the axilaris collaboration hub, all your ema suite data is stored at all times in one of
our data centers in Germany, certified according to EN 50600 and ISO 27001. Access to your
ema suite is provided via an encrypted connection (without vpn), which is protected by a multilevel firewall concept. Furthermore, it is also possible to consider your company‘s internal firewall
requirements.
By default, your data is backed up via a 30-day backup in the axilaris data centers. Longer-term
backups in the axilaris data centers or on external media are also possible on request.

8 CPU, 16GB RAM, 4GB GPU

Your benefits in the axilaris collaboration hub
Work on your ema project via
encrypted remote access
anytime & anywhere.

Site-independent collaboration
on the same ema instance
/ in the same ema project

Worldwide access without risk
of geo-blockades (e.g.
China)

Price benefit: there is no expensive investment in ema-compatible hardware necessary

Real-time image transmission
from the collaboration hub
always provides a smooth and
clear image

Perfectly suited also for
calculation-intensive ema
projects

You retain full control
over your data - no unauthorised access to your data

Always the latest ema version
on always the most modern
hardware technology

Thanks to the powerful and
highly available axilaris
data centers, the performance
resources of your ema suite can
be scaled individually

Technical requirements
» technical end device (PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone) with internet connection
» no special equipment of the end devices necessary

We will be pleased to advise you on your individual questions.

You can find further services at www.axilaris.de
For further information on the ema Software Suite, please visit www.imk-ema.com
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